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ΙΤΕ
European Technology Platforms 
(ETPs)
Two ETPs in ICT
ENIAC Organization
Strategic Research Agenda (SRA).
•
 
http://www.eniac.eu/web/local_index.php
ENIAC Domains of collaboration. 
Priority themes.
Implementing SRA via a Joint 
Technology Initiative (JTI)
•
 
Bringing together fragmented efforts, e.g. building 
critical mass (ERA)
–
 
Combine, for the first time, national, EC and private funding in
 
a single R&D 
programme that focuses on specific joint objectives (SRA)
•
 
Ramping up R&D investment in Europe
–
 
Provide incentives to industry and Member States to increase R&D
 
investments 
•
 
Combining the strengths of
 
trans-national (EUREKA) 
and of European programmes –
 
while overcoming their 
weaknesses
–
 
No budget uncertainty
–
 
No duplication of evaluation/monitoring procedures
–
 
Shorter time-to-contract 
–
 
No additional red tape for participants
JTI operations: Main principles
ENIAC&ARTEMIS JTI financing
The process toward JTI ENIAC
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AENEAS governance
Preparing the future
Greek representatives
Dr. A. Nassiopoulou: 
ENIAC Scientific Community Council
Dr. K. Zekentes:
ENIAC Mirror Group
Dr. M. Katevenis
ARTEMIS Mirror Group
Conditions for Greek participation 
in ENIAC 
•
 
Determine whether ENIAC priorities fit 
with that of Greek companies and R&D 
organizations.
•
 
Participation in AENEAS (ENIAC Greek 
association like Austria, Spain,..)
•
 
Specific budget allocation from Greek 
government.
Greek participation in ENIAC: 
Next steps
•
 
Determine critical mass of eventual 
participants. Consult SRA 
=>Filling information table (up to 9/2007).
•
 
Information day -
 
Assembly of interested 
organizations & people. (9/2007)
•
 
Greek participation in AENEAS (12/2007).
Further information
•
 
http://www.eniac.eu/index.php
•
 
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/eniac/
Contact:
•
 
eniacoffice@eniac.eu
•
 
K. Zekentes: 2810394108
trifili@physics.uoc.gr
